
Le Trianon is a spacious gîte, nestled in the Ferme de Choquenée

(Conneux). The site, Access-i certified, can host up to 23 guests.

The gîte, a former staging-post a few kilometres only from Ciney,

was beautifully renovated and the noble materials of the building

associated with modern comfort to delight its guests. Set on 3

levels, fully equipped, its proves perfect for family and friends

reunions or event company meetings.

Le Trianon was awarded 4 épis for its quality. The site features 10

bedrooms, 9 bathrooms (with showers), lounge, dining room,

laundry room, large parking, indoors and outdoors games, BBQ

and fitness areas.
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 Gîte à la Ferme de Choquenée le Trianon à Conneux,

23 p.

Gîte à la ferme de Choquenée Le Trianon

A fantastic gîte set in a farm

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/3/i-am/travelling-with-reduced-mobility


Spacious meeting rooms with screens and video projectors will

prove perfect for meetings and professional events.

The gîte also has several terraces, as well as a garden with a lawn.

Meant for groups, the gîte, of course, has a fully equipped kitchen,

several fridges. The dining room can sit up to 30 persons.

The lift goes to all 3 floors.

The site was awarded the Bébé tendresse certification, making it

perfect for new parents.

The gîte, surrounded by fields and woodlands, is only a few

minutes drive from Ciney. There are many opportunities for walks

nearby.

Visitors with specific needs

Le Trianon is one of the many sites certified by Access-i (meaning

with facilities or/activities adapted to travellers with specific

needs). You will find more details on the Access-i website to plan

your visit.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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